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1. INTRODUCTION

This Addendum also reviews a CT scan of Exhibit JDG/6B: a wire connector recovered
from the compressor relay compartment for the fridge freezer from Flat 16. It is shown
that this wire connector has a poor crimp leading to an overheated connection.

This Addendum is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a fire initiation scenario
beginning with an overheated, poor crimp connection: Exhibit JDG/6B. The fire
initiation scenario is supported by the following: (a) recovered wire connector Exhibit
JDG/6B with a poor crimp; (b) recovered arc-damaged Exhibit MJS/1; (c) a tripped
circuit breaker for Circuit No.7-Kitchen - Flat 16; and (d) a witness statement in support
of smoke and smoke particles exiting the kitchen of Flat 16, so as to trip Residual Current
Circuit Breaker (RCCB) before Mr. Kebede turned off the Main Switch at the Consumer
Unit. A brief summary with an additional conclusion is given in Section 3.

I believe that this Addendum will assist the Grenfell Tower Inquiry and its Core
Participants by drawing attention to Exhibit JDG/6B, a fire initiation scenario that has
evidentiary support, and an additional conclusion.
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2. FIRE INITIATION SCENARIO

2.1 FIRE AT INSULATION ON AN ENERGIZED INTERNAL WIRE IN
COMPRESSOR RELAY COMPARTMENT - FRIDGE FREEZER - FLAT 16

Consider the following sequence of events for a fire initiating within the fridge freezer
from Flat 16 on 14 June 2017:

(1) Insulation on an energized internal wire within the compressor relay
compartment ignites due to an overheated, poor crimp connection: Exhibit
JDG/6B.

(2) Fire and heat from the fire melts and burns off the insulations on the internal
wire as well as adjacent wires, resulting in a short circuit (arc fault) from the
energized wire across the run capacitor wires in the compressor relay
compartment: Exhibit MJS/1.

(3) The short circuit/arc fault is sufficient to trip the 32-ampere miniature circuit
breaker (MCB) for Circuit No. 7-Kitchen without a blown fuse in the plug for
the fridge freezer power supply cord (mains supply flex). Localized
temperatures in the vicinity of the arc fault are well in excess of the melting
point of the copper wires (approximately 1080°C/1980 °F).

(4) The fire ensues.
(5) Before Mr. Kebede turns off the Main Switch at the Consumer Unit, smoke

and smoke particles exit the kitchen and attack a socket in Circuit 8-Flat
Sockets, causing the Residual Current Circuit Breaker (RCCB) in Flat 16 to
trip.

2.2 EVIDENTIARY SUPPORT OF FIRE INITIATION SCENARIO

The above fire initiation scenario is supported by the following items:

(a) Exhibit JDG/6B, recovered from the compressor relay compartment for the
fridge freezer from Flat 16, has a poor crimp connection.

(b) Recovered arc-damaged Exhibit MJS/1 has 24 strands per wire. MJS/1 is
consistent with run capacitor wires in the compressor relay compartment for
the fridge-freezer from Flat 16.

(c) Tripped circuit breaker for Circuit No.7-Kitchen, Flat 16.
(d) A witness statement in support of smoke and smoke particles exiting the

kitchen of Flat 16 before Mr. Kebede turned off the Main Switch at the
Consumer Unit.

Each of the above items in support of the fire initiation scenario is discussed in the
following sections.
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2.2-a Poor Crimp Connection: Exhibit JDG/6B

Figure 1 shows Exhibit JUG/6, which includes wires and wire connectors that were
recovered from the compressor relay compartment for the fridge freezer from Flat 16.
One of the recovered wire connectors, Exhibit JDG/6B, has a poor crimp connection.

EXHIBIT .IDG/6

Figure 1: Exhibit JDG/6- Wires and Wire Connectors from Compressor Relay
Compartment-Fridge Freezer — Flat 16 [Photographs Taken by J.D. Glover at
Nikon on 25 September 2018]

Figure 2 shows a CT scan of the crimp connector for Exhibit JDG/6B. in this figure, five
cross-sectional slices are shown within the wire barrel of the crimp, which is where
crimping takes place to gip the connector to the stranded wire. Within the wire barrel,
the CT scan contains a total of approximately 80 cross-sectional slices taken at 0.03mm
intervals. Five of the eighty cross-sectional slices are shown in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, there is a tapered space between the two curved sections of the
wire barrel indicating that inadequate compression force was used during the crimping.
Also, numerous void spaces are observed in the cross-sectional slices.
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Figure 2: Exhibit JDG6/B- Poor Crimp with Space in Wire Barrel & Numerous
Voids —5 of Approximately 80 Cross-Sectional Slices Are Shown [Screenshots by
J.D. Glover using CT Scan Data Performed at Nikon on 25 Se • tember 2018]
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Figure 3: Exhibit JDG6/A- Good Crimp with No Space in Wire Barrel & Very
Few Voids — 5 of Approximately 80 Cross-Sectional Slices Are Shown
[Screenshots by J.D. Glover using CT Scan Data Performed at Nikon on 25
September 2018]
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In comparison, Figure 3 shows a CT scan of the crimp connector for Exhibit JDG/6A,
which is a good crimp connection. As shown in Figure 3, there is no space between the
curved sections of the wire barrel, and there are very few void spaces in the cross-
sectional slices.

Figure 4 shows a close-up of one cross-sectional slice for Exhibit JDG/6B, the poor
crimp connection. Numerous void spaces are observed for this slice.

Figure 4: Exhibit JDG6/B - Poor Crimp, Close-Up of One Cross-Sectional Slice
Showing Void Spaces [Screenshot by J.D. Glover using CT Scan Data Performed at
Nikon on 25 September 20181

Poor crimping leads to a decrease in contact area between the connector and wire strands,
which in turn is accompanied by an increase in the associated contact resistance as well
as a corresponding increase in connector power loss. Connector power loss is calculated
from PLOSS = 12 RCONTACT, where I is the current in amperes (A) flowing through the
connector, RcoNTAcT is the contact resistance between the wire barrel and wire strands in
ohms (CI), and PLoss is the connector power loss in watts (W). Increased connector power
loss results in overheating of the connector. Connectors exposed to long-term high
temperatures can also experience a buildup of an oxide layer, which progressively
increases contact resistance, further increasing the temperature. Prolonged overheating
can ignite nearby wire insulations.'

Reference 1: S.G. Davis, A. Diamond, W. Gans, P. Hinze, and H. Kytomaa-Exponent,
"Don't Judge a Crimp by Its Cover", Connector Specifier Magazine, Pages 12-14,
October 2004 [www.connectorspecifier.com]
Reference 2: N. Medora-Exponent, "Connection Technology", Electronic Failure
Analysis Handbook, Chapter 17, McGraw-Hill, 1999
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2.2-b Arc-Damaged Exhibits MJS/1 and JDG/1 

The following analysis is similar to that included in Section 4.4 (Analysis of Arc-
Damaged Exhibits) of my 15 October 2018 report.

Figure 5 shows arc-damaged Exhibit MJS/1, which is part of Exhibit MJD/32, found in
the middle bedroom of Flat 16 on 11 July 2017, twenty-seven days after the 14 June 2017
fire. in my opinion that location is an unreliable indicator of its location at the time of the
14 June 2017 fire, as follows:

(1) Flat 16 became entirely flooded with water during firefighter efforts to a depth
of approximately two inches.2 Water flow may have re-located Exhibit MJS/1.

(2) Firemen from the London Fire Brigade and fire investigators moved around
within Flat 16 on the day of the fire and during numerous days following the
day of the fire. Foot traffic or evidence handling may have re-located Exhibit
MJS/1.

EXHIBIT IVUS/1

Figure 5: Exhibit MJS/1: Arc-Damaged 24-Strand Wires [Figures A1-3 and A1-5 of
15 October 2018 Glover Damage Assessment Memo]

2 As stated in Paragraph 3.10 of the 07 November 2017 Bureau Veritas report, "Flat 16
was ankle deep in firefighting water that had to be removed prior to the LFB 's
Hydrocarbon Detection Dog, Murphy, conducting his sweep of the
premises[MET00007996_0007]."
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Figure 6 shows arc-damaged Exhibit JDG/1, which I found within the medium-sized
freezer during my 27 April 2018 inspection at Bureau Veritas. There are two possibilities
for the location of JDG/1 at the time of the fire: either (1) JDG/1 remained within the
medium sized freezer; or (2) JDG/1 was initially located outside the medium sized
freezer at the time of the fire, and was (inadvertently) moved into the medium freezer
during or after subsequent firefighting efforts.

BEFORE ULTRASONIC CLEANING

EXHIBIT JDG/1

AFTER ULTRASONIC CLEANING

Figure 6: Exhibit JDG/1/1: Arc-Damaged 24-Strand Wires [Figures A6-1 and A6-4
of 15 October 2018 Glover Damage Assessment Memo]

Regarding the timing of arc damage to either Exhibit MJS/1 or JDG/1, there are also two
possibilities: the arc damage occurred either (1) prior to and unrelated to the fire; or (2) at
the time of the 14 June 2017 fire at Grrenfell Tower.

If the arc damage to MJS/1 or JDG/1 prior to and unrelated to the fire, then the pre-
existing arc damage provides no information about the origin or cause of the fire.

In my opinion, it is improbable that arcing occurred to Exhibit MJS/1 in the middle
bedroom at the time of the fire, as follows. First, the circuit breaker for Circuit No.8-Flat
Sockets (including those in the bedrooms) did not trip. Second, as he vacated, Mr.
Kebede turned off the Main Switch at the Consumer Unit, thereby disconnecting power
to all circuits in Flat 16. Third, the fire did not enter any bedroom until after the Main
Switch was turned off and the occupants vacated Flat 16. Fourth, one of the occupants
was in the middle bedroom on the night of the fire. It is more probable that arcing to
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Exhibit MJS/1 occurred when the 32-A MCB for Circuit No.7-Kitchen tripped during the
initiation or early stages of the fire, with MJS/1 located in the area of fire origin,
electrically connected to Circuit No.7-Kitchen. Alternatively, there is a possibility that
Exhibit MJS/1 arced at a prior time unrelated to the fire, for which I have found no
evidence.

In my further opinion, it is improbable that arcing occurred to Exhibit JDG/1 in the
medium sized freezer at the time of the fire, as follows. It is most likely that the medium
sized freezer was not plugged in on the night of the fire (see Section 8.3 of my 15
October 2018 report). It is more probable that arcing to Exhibit JDG/1 occurred either:
(1) during the initiation or early stages of the fire when it was located in the area of fire
origin, electrically connected to Circuit No.7 — Kitchen; or (2) at a prior time unrelated to
the fire (Mr. Kebede reported that the freezer stopped working nine years ago and a bad
fuse was found).

With evidence that Exhibit JDG/1 arced at a prior time unrelated to the fire, it is probable
that MJS/1 is the arc-damaged exhibit that was located in the area of fire origin,
electrically connected to Circuit No.7-Kitchen at the time that the 32-A MCB for Circuit
No.7 tripped during the initiation or early stages of the 14 June 2017 fire at Grenfell
Tower.

As noted in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of my 15 October 2018 report, each of the wire sections
for Exhibits MJS/1 and JDG/1 has 24 strands. Also, Nikon personnel measured an
approximate strand diameter of 0.16 mm for both Exhibits using a CT caliper tool (I
measured a strand diameter of 0.18 mm for MJS/1 using digital calipers).

As shown in Table V of my 15 October 2018 report, there are recovered crimp
connectors with 24-strand wires within the compressor relay compartment of the fridge
freezer from Flat 16. That is, examination of JDG/6 including JDG/6A and JDG/6C
confirms that both run capacitor wires from the compressor relay compartment have 24
strands. The stranding of JDG/6A and JDG/6C from the fridge freezer is consistent with
the stranding of arc-damaged Exhibit MJS/1.3

3 Note that if Exhibit JDG/1 as shown in Figure 6 is a 3-wire set of 24-strand wires, it is
less likely to be associated with 24-strand wires in the compressor relay compartment for
the fridge freezer from Flat 16. As such, Exhibit MJS/1 would be more likely to be
associated with the compressor relay compartment.

JDGR0000019_0010
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2.2-c Tripped Circuit Breaker for Circuit No.7-Kitchen

The following analysis is similar to that given in Section 3.4 (Circuit Breaker Operation
Timing and Sequence) of my 15 October 2018 report.

Following the 14 June 2017 fire at Grenfell Tower, two circuit breakers in the Consumer
Unit for Flat 16 were found in the OFF position, the 32-ampere miniature circuit breaker
(MCB) for Circuit No.7-Kitchen and the Residual Current Circuit Breaker (RCCB)
protecting Circuit No.7-Kitchen and Circuit No.8-Flat Sockets. It is most likely that these
two circuit breakers found in the OFF position operated automatically ("tripped") as a
result of a short circuit/over current, rather than being manually operated to the OFF
position, as follows. First, Mr. Kebede stated that he turned off the main red electricity
switch; his interview statements do not state that he turned off any other circuit breaker.
Second, there is no record that any fire brigade personnel, fire investigator or other
person manually turned off these two circuit breakers. Third, evidence of arc damage to
either Exhibit MJS/1 or JDG/1 provides evidence of a short circuit sufficient to trip the
32A MCB for Circuit No.7-Kitchen.

After Mr. Kebede turned off the Main Switch, all electrical circuits in Flat 16 were
disconnected from the electric utility power source. No circuit breaker could have
tripped after the Main Switch was turned off. That is, both of the circuit breakers that
tripped had to have tripped OFF during the initiation or early stages of the fire before Mr.
Kebede turned off the Main Switch.

There are two possible sequences for tripping of the two circuit breakers:

(1) Sequence 1 - both circuit breakers tripped simultaneously for one event: a
short-circuit/ overcurrent in Circuit No. 7-Kitchen (or some device connected to
this circuit) that also involved residual current; or

(2) Sequence 2 - the circuit breaker for Circuit No.7-Kitchen tripped for the first
of two events: a short-circuit/overcurrent in that circuit (or some device connected
to that circuit); and the RCCB Circuit Breaker tripped for a separate second event:
a residual current greater than thirty milliamperes (30 inA) in Circuit No. 8—Flat
Sockets (or some device connected to that circuit).

It is noted that for Sequence 2, the RCCB circuit breaker could not have tripped first;
because if it had, Circuit No.7-Kitchen would then have then been de-energized and the
circuit breaker for this circuit could no longer trip. Therefore, the second event occurred
either at the same time as the first event or later. As a practical matter the probability that
two separate events occurred simultaneously is almost zero. That is, if there were two
separate events that tripped the two circuit breakers, the short-circuit/ overcurrent in
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Circuit No. 7—Kitchen (or some device connected to this circuit) occurred first, and then a
residual current in Circuit No. 8—Flat Sockets (or some connected device) occurred later.

Based on the above analysis of the timing and sequencing of the two circuit breakers that
tripped, it is probable that the fire origin is: (1) within the area of fire origin; and (2) at
the electrical component that caused the circuit breaker for Circuit No.7 to trip.

Figure 7 is a circuit diagram of the fridge freezer. As I understand, this is the circuit
diagram for the Embraco EMY66CLP compressor that corresponds to the fridge freezer
from Flat 16. I have annotated Figure 7 for a short circuit from an energized internal wire
to a neutral wire. The short circuit is depicted in RED, and the path of short-circuit
current is depicted with BLUE arrows. As shown, the path of this short-circuit current
bypasses both the compressor motor and the Klixon overload relay. As such, the
magnitude of the short circuit current, which is not limited by the compressor motor or
Klixon overload relay, would be on the order of hundreds of amperes, sufficient to trip
the 32-A miniature circuit breaker (MCB) for Circuit No.7 — Kitchen, without a blown
thirteen-ampere fuse in the plug for the fridge freezer mains supply flex.

It is noted that Exhibits MJS/1 and JDG/1 are the only two exhibits recovered from Flat
16 with arc damage sufficient to trip the 32-A MCB for Circuit No.7-Kitchen. As such,
and as stated above, it is probable that one of these two exhibits, MJS/1, was in the area
of fire origin electrically connected to Circuit No.7-Kitchen when the 32-A MCB tripped
during the initiation or early stages of the fire. The other arc-damaged exhibit, JDG/1,
likely arced at a prior time unrelated to the fire.

It has been confirmed that, at the time of the fire, the following devices were in the area
of fire origin and electrically connected to Circuit No. 7: (1) the fridge freezer and its
power supply cord; (2) fixed wiring for Circuit No.7, and (3) the extractor fan. Among
these, the only device that contained 24-strand wires similar to arc-damaged Exhibit
MJS/1 is the fridge freezer.

As concluded in Section 16 of my 15 October 2018 report, the most probable fire origin
is within BPS/1, the fridge freezer, Hotpoint Model FF175BP. As also concluded in that
report, none of the following is a probable fire origin: fixed wiring for Circuit No.7-
Kitchen, extractor fan, cooker, extension lead, small fridge, medium sized freezer, bread
maker, and all devices not located in the area of fire origin.
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Figure 7. Circuit Diagram of Fridge Freezer with an annotated short circuit
from an Energized Internal Wire to a Neutral Wire [WPL00003244].

Short Circuit

It is also noted that the short circuit shown in Figure 7 is a line-to-neutral short circuit. A
line-to-neutral short circuit can trip the 32-A MCB for Circuit No.7-Kitchen, but it will
not trip the Residual Current Circuit Breaker (RCCB). RCCBs trip for faults involving a
grounding wire or metallic path that is grounded, but not for faults that only involve
energized wires and neutral wires. As such, it is probable that after the 32-A MCB for
Circuit No/7-Kitchen tripped, a later event caused the RCCB to trip. The following
witness statement supports the later event.
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2.2-d Witness Statement

The following statement of Almaz Kinfu supports smoke in the corridor of Flat 16 before
she vacated the flat [IWS00000457]:

10. "1 was awoken by the noise of Bhailu knocking on my bedroom
door. 1 don't know what time it was. Behailu said 'fire fire, fridge,
fridge". 1 opened the bedroom door and! could smell something different,
not normal air, different. It was like a burning smell and like a chemical
smell and 1 could taste it. 1 could not smell it in my room when the door
was closed. 1 went into the corridor of the flat and saw smoke. The smoke
was near to the front door which is at the other end of the corridor from
the kitchen. 1 could still see the front door. 1 was shocked and 1 can't
recall if 1 could see the other end of the corridor near the kitchen. The
lights in the flat were off but light was coming in through the front door
and everything seemed cloudy."4

Smoke and smoke particles (soot) are electrically conductive. When smoke and smoke
particles attack an electrical socket, the socket receivers can be affected by deposition of
soot.

After the 32-A MCB for Circuit No.7 tripped and prior to Mr. Kebede turning off the
Main Switch at the Consumer Unit, Circuit No.8-Flat Sockets (not including those in the
kitchen) as well as the RCCB remained energized. It is probable that smoke and smoke
particles, having exited the kitchen before Ms. Kinfu vacated Flat 16 and before Mr.
Kebede turned off the Main Switch, attacked an energized socket resulting in a current
flow to the grounding socket receiver in excess of thirty milliamperes (30mA), which
tripped the RCCB.

Mr. Kebede states, however, that when he left his flat, the smoke had not spread beyond his kitchen
[Paragraph 76, IWS00000490]. He also states that he is not sure if he closed the kitchen door behind him
or not [Paragraph 70, 1WS00000490]. Ms. Afeworki states that as she left, she does not remember seeing
any smoke or fire [Paragraph 17, IWS00000394]
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3. SUMMARY

A fire initiation scenario that begins with a wire connector having an overheated crimp
connection within the fridge freezer from Flat 16 is presented for the 14 June 2017
Grenfell Tower fire [See Section 2]. The fire initiation scenario is supported by the
following: (a) recovered wire connector, Exhibit JDG/6B, that has a poor crimp
connection; (b) recovered arc-damaged Exhibit MJS/1, with 24 strands per wire, which is
consistent with run capacitor wires in the compressor relay compartment for the fridge-
freezer from Flat 16; (c) tripped circuit breaker for Circuit No.7-Kitchen, Flat 16; and (d)
the statement of Ms. Almaz Kinfu in support of smoke and smoke particles exiting the
kitchen before Mr. Kebede turned off the Main Switch at the Consumer Unit, so as to trip
the RCCB.

The conclusions in my 15 October 2018 Report remain the same, with no revisions.

I also have the following additional conclusion to a reasonable degree of engineering
certainty regarding the 14 June 2016 fire at Grenfell Tower:

A probable cause of the fire is a poor crimp connection for Exhibit JDG/6B,
which is an overheated wire connector within the compressor relay compartment for the
fridge freezer (Hotpoint Model FF175BP) from Flat 16.

 9c:)
16 November 2018

J. Duncan Glover, Ph.D., P.E. Date
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